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Ugjit Asumsultinenug
Towards Our Independence/Freedom

Gesgapegiag

Gespeg

Listuguj

New Vision

O

n March 26th, 2013 the Miʻgmaq Tri-Council comprised of
the Chiefs of Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and Listuguj along with
their respective Councils an the Mgnigng Elders met in
Tlaqatigeʻjg (Carleton, QC).
At this meeting, the Leadership discussed a new Vision for the
Miʻgmawei Mawiomi. The Miʻgmaq Tri-Council agreed by consensus
that the new Vision statement for the Miʻgmawei Mawiomi shall
be:

An independent Miʻgmaq
Government based on a
Constitution that promotes
& protects the rights,
freedoms and well-being of
the Lʻnu.
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The Santé Mawiomi Flag
The Santé Mawiomi Flag or Grand
Council Flag, is commonly referred
to as the Mi’gmaq Nation Flag. It has
a White background, Red Cross, Sun,
and Moon.
Wape’g (white)
Denotes the purity of Creation
Megwe’g Glujjiewey (Red Cross)
Mankind and Infinity (four directions)
Na’gu’set (Sun)
Forces of the day
Tepgunset (Moon)
Forces of the night

Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat
2 Riverside West
P.O. Box 135
Listuguj, (Qc)
Gespe’gewa’gi, Canada
G0C 2R0
Tel: (418)-788-1760
Toll free: 1-(800)-370-1760
Fax: (418)-788-1315
E-mail: secretariat@migmawei.ca
www.migmawei.ca
facebook.com/migmawei
youtube.com/migmawei

Message from the Chiefs

T

he Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat is an
organization that works to advance the Rights
and Title of the Mi’gmaq of Gespe’gewa’gi, the
Seventh District of Mi’gma’gi.
Over the past year, the activities and projects at
the MMS take place in the office, at meetings with
different government officials, or with industry. On
the ground, it can be hard to see the tangible results
of the projects and activities of the MMS, which take
years of work.
Within the annual report, we will share with you
key activities and projects that the staff of the
Secretariat have been working on for the Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi.

•
•
•
•

Land and Marine Use Planning

members. However, the MMS remains committed
to working and communicating with community
members.

Economic Development
Nation Building
Training and Capacity Development

• Meetings and Assemblies
• Networking with First Nation Organizations
The Mi’gmawei Mawiomi and the Secretariat are
moving forward, towards a vision for governance
that will “promote and protect the freedoms, rights,
and well being of the L’nu.”
The road towards independence is not always
easy – some of the decisions are difficult and will
require many conversations among our community

The Chiefs would like to applaud the work of the
Executive Director-Nutewistoq, Troy Jerome and
his team for the outstanding work done over the
past year, especially around the success of the
Mesgi’g Ugju’s’n Energies Inc. file. We would also
like to that the Elders, Leadership and community
members and who continue to come and participate
in the initiatives hosted by the Secretariat and join
in the discussions taking place that are shaping the
future for the Mi’gmaq in Gespe’gewa’gi.

These include:

• Tripartite Negotiations (Mi’gmaq, Canada and
Quebec) for the Comprehensive Claim (land claim)

• Research

Activities
(History,
Archaeology,
Anthropology, Genealogy, Traditional Land Use
Study, and Mi’gmaq Place Names)

• Consultation

and Accommodation
relationship with Canada and Quebec

–

our

• Treaty

Education
and
Communications
(Presentations, Videos, Gespisiq publications,
Website)

• Resource Development – Wind, Oil/Gas, Forestry
and Fisheries

Chief Guy Condo
Gesgapegiag

Chief Claude Jeannotte
Gespeg, Chair
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Chief Dean Vicaire
Listuguj
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Nutewistoq on 2012-2103
Ugjit Asumsultinenug,

W

hen Mi’gmaq or other Aboriginals of Turtle Island refer to
the concept of Nation Building, they are speaking of a great
undertaking. An undertaking towards self-government and
about self-determination which we as Mi’gmaq can now fully
express and believe. We are to lay out a road map in which our
People will govern and have a True Nation to Nation Relationships
with the Crown.
Your Assembly, the 27 Council Members and respective Chiefs of
Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and Listuguj have set forth a Vision in March
2013 while in deliberations at Tlaqatige’jg. This Vision foresees
our Councils having an independent government under a written
Mi’gmaq Constitution. A Constitution that promotes and protects
the rights, freedoms and well-being of their citizens, the L’nu
(Ulo’gnitew).
What does independence mean in the context of this Vision
Statement? The Mi’gmaq speak of having sufficient financial
resources to determine their own destiny; to live our right to
political, economic and social self-determination. No other body,
including the Crown or any University can be in the position to
fully understand our challenges, our struggles. It remains
incumbent upon us as Mi’gmaq to collectively
deliberate and think strategically to bring solutions
about our Nationhood.

mawi’tatesnugw) to talk about governance, about our
healing and about our way forward into the Twentysecond Century ---- always thinking Seven Generations
ahead.
Today, we speak about the our Freedom, our
Independence. We speak about the ability of our
people to go out on the lands of Gespe’gewa’gi to
provide for their families. We also speak about the
ability to harness the resources of Gespe’gewa’gi
so that we can fund our governance. The Mesgi’g
Ugju’s’n Wind Initiative is one example. This
initiative will bring over $100 million in
profits over the next 23 year
period to our communities.
This alone is only a fraction
of what we need to fund
our own governance,
though it is a historic
step forward.

With a Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Constitution Commission
now formed, we will now come together to layout
the foundation of our Constitution. With widespread
community involvement, we will gather (m’st
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Nutewistoq on 2012-2103

"

This Vision foresees
our Councils having an
independent government
under a written Mi'gmaq
Constitution. A Constitution
that promotes and protects
the rights, freedoms and
well-being of their citizens,
the L'nu (Ulo'gnitew).

Working together, your Assembly has shown leadership and resolve to change the world for you
and your families. We now have a population of over 7,000 L’nug living in our communities and
spread out over Turtle Island. We now have a Vision of Independence and of our own Government
that is clear, and certainly achievable. Na telteg.
Wela’lioq
Cordially yours,

Troy Jerome
Executive Director - Nutewistoq
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit
About the Unit
Troy Jerome

I

ntergovernmental Relations Unit (IG) exists to build links
among the three communities of Gesgapegiag, Gespeg
and Listuguj, our Mi’gmawei Mawiomi (MM) Leadership, the
Mgnigng Elders Circle (MEC), and the governments of Canada
and Québec.
The IG staff provides support to the Leadership by facilitating
and coordinating meetings where they can discuss areas that
affect the Mi’gmaq Nation.
The IG provides information to educate citizens on Treaties,
Aboriginal Rights & Responsibilities, Mi’gmaq History, the
inherent right to Self Government and use and occupancy of
the territory. When engaging with the Governments of Quebec
and Canada the message set forth by the Leadership under
the Principles of Engagement is that we are here to protect,
promote, and implement our treaties. These Treaties have not or
shall never be ceded, nor extinguished. It is under this principle
that the negotiations at the Tri-Partite Table is conducted under
the Ni’ganitasuast’gl Ilsuataqann (NI).

Executive Director Nutewistoq

Richard Jeannotte

Terri-Lynn Morrison
Associate Director

Laura Johnson

In House Legal Counsel

Executive Assistant

Andrew Lavigne

Christy Metallic

Communications
Coordinator

Assembly
Coordinator

Being a self governed Nation, and living outside the Indian
Act means having an effective government under a Mi’gmaq
constitution and funding our own governments.

Jill Metallic

Intergovernmental
Support Clerk

Our Unit’s Vision:

The vision of IG Unit is to: Build links throughout our communities; strengthen
understanding of Mi�gmaq values, traditions, and way of life; and facilitate the Nation
rebuilding process to allow us to become a self-governed Nation.
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit

"

extinguishment of Mi’gmaq Rights and Title in
Gespe’gewa’gi, and reaffirmed that position at an
Assembly meeting in October of 2012.

O

The Supreme Court of Canada confirmed in 1999
through the Marshall decision that the Mi’gmaq
continue to have treaty rights to hunt, fish and
gather towards earning a moderate livelihood.

n September 4, 2012, Minister Duncan
announced a results-based approach to the
negotiation of section 35 rights. The goal
of this new approach is to better align Canada’s
investments in negotiations with results by focusing
resources on the most productive tables within the
comprehensive claims process, promoting the use
of alternative measures, where appropriate, and
streamlining federal mandating processes. This
initiative was tabled to the Mi’gmaq with a short
timeline to respond to a series of questions.
Canada’s objective for this table engagement is
to help assess whether there is common ground
among the parties.

Along with these Treaty Rights, the Mi’gmaq
continue to hold Aboriginal rights and title through
Gespe’gewa’gi.

The Mi’gmaq have proposed to continue negotiations
under a process that address our interests within
the process of reconciliation and implementation
vs. modern day agreements such as negotiating a

The Mi'gmaq have proposed
to continue negotiations
under a process that address
our interests within the
process of reconciliation and
implementation vs. modern
day agreements such as
negotiating a new treaty.
new treaty.

"

Mi'gmaq Mgnigng
Comprehensive Claims Process

A series of questions were presented to the
Mi’gmawei Mawiomi and some positions were
taken with respect to the interests of the Mi’gmaq
under the comprehensive claims process.
The MM’s initial thoughts around certainty are
that Canada’s notion of certainty could constitute
an extinguishment of Mi’gmaq rights and titles.
The Mi’gmaq do not agree that certainty should
be achieved through this approach. The Mi’gmaq
leadership decided over 10 years ago in the
beginning of the comprehensive claims process
that under no circumstance will they agree to

~ Ugjit Asumsultinenug ~
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit

T

he vast majorities of democratic societies
around the world have developed their own
Constitutions. One of the core functions of
any Constitution is to frame the institutions of
government and to determine who exercises power
and authority of a nation, how they do so and for
what purpose.

governance mechanism and other issues pertaining
to governing under the principles of section 35
rights.
Mandate of the Constitutional Commission: To
implement a community based Constitution
building process by facilitating the participation
of Mi’gmaq people in the framing of a Constitution
that will govern their relationship with Mi’gmaq
government.

Constitutions come onto the public agenda when it
is time to change, adapt or modernize an existing
political system in response to the multifaceted
challenges that today’s governments are faced
with. For instance, in Gespe’gewa’gi, environmental
threats caused by oil and gas exploration are
looming, the encroaching provincial and federal
policies to Mi’gmaq rights are implemented on a
daily basis.
The Mi’gmawei Mawiomi believes that it is
through a constitution that the appropriate
structures and modalities of Mi’gmaq
governance shall be established.
A constitution commission is required to
educate Mi’gmaq citizens on the legal
concept of constitutions, provisional
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Constitutional Commission
Chicoine, Vicaire, Mitchell
Adopted on March 26th, 2013
by the Mi’gmaq Tri-Council

The Mi'gmawei Mawiomi
believes that it is through a
constitution that the appropriate
structures and modalities of
Mi'gmaq governance shall be
established.

Intergovernmental Relations Unit
Meeting Updates
• Mi’gmawei Mawiomi met 4 times
last year

• Mgnigng Elders Circle joins the MM
and MTC meetings

• Mgnigng Working Group met 4 times
last year

• Mi’gmaq Tri-Council met once

Topics of Discussion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mesgi’g Ugju’s’n Energies Inc.

•
•
•
•

Constitution Commission

Bare Trust Model of Governance
MM Vision Statement
Resource Development
Land and Marine Use Plan
Forestry
Tri-Partite Negotiations
Response to Section 35 Rights Tables/
Canada’s New Approach
Resource Development
Forestry Strategy
Overlap with the Viger/Malicites
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit
‘Nta’tugqwaqnminen
Our Story

N

ta’tugqwaqnminen is a result of a twelve years research alliance
between the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat (MMS) and a number
of reserarchers.

‘Nta’tugqwaqnminen speaks to our vision, our history, our relation to
our land, our past and present occupation of the territory, our place
names and their locations, our international relations, the Treaties we
agreed upon with the British and Canadian governments, the respect
of these treaties from our part and the non-respoect of them from the
various levels of governments, and the rights and titles we still have
on our lands.
Over the past year, we have made significant progress on the file and
are preparing to pulish the book in the Fall of 2013.

Mi'gmaq names in Gaspesie
,Des noms Mi'gmaq en Gaspesie
Mi'gmaq
Gespeg
Pelseg

Pabog

Gaspe:

"the last one"

Ie dernier ~

Perce:
«ilauntrou~

Perce:
'it has a hole in it."

Our Worldview and Genesis Story

Nta’tugwaqnminen
‘Nt
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Our Presence on Our Territory
in Prehistoric Times

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen
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It

Pabos:

"the river that grinds"
Pahos,

)lo

"calm pool of water"

PoIt-Daniel:
.. endroit ou soufile un
vent chaud »

"place where a
warm wind blows"

Baspeglq

Paspebiac:

Baspeglajk

" petit eodroit aux
grandes IIUll'OOs
"

"small £laee with
high ti es"

Esgomenag

« lieu d'attente et
d'ohservation des
actitives.

Escuminac:

Escuminac:

St-Omer:
.. IA ou l'eperlan Be
rassemble"

St-Omer: "smelt
gathering place"

Megoasag

Chapter 2

Grande Riviere:

Epsegneg

IGagpesaoegatig

Chapter 1

English

Fran~a;s
Gaspe:
«

Riviere:
Nogoagltg Sipo Grande
« la riviere qui frotte
«

bassin d'eau calme

•.grandes IDaTOOs

It

Pointe-Bonaventure:

Port-Daniel:

Pas~biac:
"big tides"
Pointe Bonaventure:

"place to

wait, and to watch
for activity"

Miguasha:
oescarpemeots rouges.

Miguasha:
"red colored cliffs"

Chapter 3
Osagenlg

Saguenay:
" lieu dbabitation
prolongre "

Saguenay: "place of
long habitation"

Lemotjglg

Rimouski :
•.lieu des chiens .•

Rimouski:
"the place of dogs"

Lac Temiscouata:

Temiscouata

iTemlsgoateg

:Matane: ••18 mer

Ville de Quebec: .Ie
fleuve (Saint-Laurent)
devient etroit

It

Lake,

"deep lake"

••lac profond '"

Mtan

Gepeg

»

Matane:

"'sea"

Quebec City:
"the river (St.

Lawrence)

narrows"

Our Place Names
Gaplantjitjg

Petit Caplan:
"petit poisson"

Oijogoisoei Sipo Riviere-an-Renard

Petit Caplan:
"small fish"
Fox River

(Toponomy)

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen

Intergovernmental Relations Unit

Chapter 5

Our Historical Presence on the
Territory

The Treaty Relationship Between
Mi’gmaq of Gespe’gewa’gi and the
British Crown

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Good Faith
&
Dispossession

Our Constitutional Rights
as
Gespe’gewa’gi Mi’gmaq

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen

‘Nta’tugwaqnminen
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Chapter 4

Our worldview
and values contain
all what is needed
for a good life and
others may benefit
from our teachings.
By sharing our
story, this is the
way we want to
contribute.
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit
Mi’gmaq History Month

T

Mi’gmaq

The central theme for October 2012 was “Mi’walanej Tiam – Giving
Thanks to the Moose”. During the month, we held 24 sessions with
over 1800 participants in total during our visits.

Alaqsite’w Gitpu School

Fall Feast Gespeg - Montreal
Fête d’automne de Gespeg Montreal

12

History

he month of October is a perfect month visit schools and
communities, sharing information and activities on our Mi’gmaq
Treaties, History and the work of the MMS.

Fall Feast Gespeg
Fête d’automne Gespeg

Lord Beaverbrook School

Month

1 month
24 sessions
1800 participants
4 communities

Fall Feast Listuguj
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Gesgapegiag grade 5
Grade 5 Gesgapegiag

Intergovernmental Relations Unit
Mi’gmaq Wind Power
Partnership Initiative (MWP2)
Skills Partnership Fund

T

he Mi’gmaq Wind Power Partnership Initiative
(MWP2) has used many innovative approaches
to achieve its primary goal, which is ensuring the
Quebec construction industry employs a minimum
of 90 Mi’gmaq workers by 2015.
At the end of the reporting period March 31, 2013
the MWP2 initiative was meeting its goals with some
adjustments to scheduling to accommodate delays
caused by Quebec’s vocational training regime. The
charts show the level of achievement to date:

Linesmen

November 30, 2012 with nine (9) graduates.

The Linesmen vocational training program was
delivered at the Centre de Formation en Montage
de Lignes located in Levis, Quebec. The program
started with five clients and finished with five
clients. The clients graduate from their program on
April 27, 2012.

The retention rate for the HEO vocational training
program was 90%.

The retention rate for the Linesmen training program
was 100%.

Heavy Equipment Operator
The Heavy Equipment Operator vocational training
program was delivered at the Atelier-école Les
Cèdres located in Les Cèdres, Quebec. The program
started with ten (10) clients and was completed on

~ Ugjit Asumsultinenug ~

Millwright
The Millwright vocational training program is being
delivered at the Centre de formation professionnelle
d’Amqui located in Amqui, Quebec. The program
was launched on September 24, 2012 with 22
training participants.
The enrollment for the Millwright program as of
March 31st, 2013 was 14 participants.
The program is scheduled to finish in May of 2014.
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Intergovernmental Relations Unit
The GCDC & LMDC were engaged under
a service contract to provide client
management services to the Heavy
Equipment Operators, Linesmen &
Millwright training participants. Services
provided
included:
client
support
services
(travel logistics,
financial
payments, student advocacy with training
institutions); client counseling services
(mediating services, personal affairs and
academic performance); and, ancillary
services (partnership relations) on an as
need basis.

"

. . .ensuring
MI'GMAQ
the Quebec
WIND POWER
construction
PART NERSHI P
industry employs
a minimum of 90
Mi'gmaq workers by 2015.

LMDC also undertook to integrate its
Aboriginal Labour Market Adaptation
Support
System
(ALMASS)
client
management information system into the
HRSDC Gateway system.
Collaboration with our partners has been
central in the successful delivery of the
programs and services to the participants
under the MPW2 initiative.
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Partnerships

Intergovernmental Relations Unit
BareTrust Model of
Governance
What is the project
about?

Recommended Legal Structure

It is to develop an appropriate
structure for managing MMS
jointly owned businesses.

Benefits of doing this:
• Business structure for

managing, accountability and
transparency

• Separation of business

from politics to enhance
management and
performance

• A business management

structure that helps business
formation and bring profits to
the First Nations

• Clear division of

responsibilities between
Chief & Council and the
Business Corporation
regarding economic
development

• Protection from liabilities
and income tax

~ Ugjit Asumsultinenug ~
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Consultation and Accommodation Unit
About the Unit

Tanya Barnaby

Myrna Sook

Leslie Mitchell

Nicole Jeannotte

Director

Program
Administrator

T

he Consultation and Accommodation Unit is responsible
for managing consultation requests sent to MMS from the
Governments of Québec and Canada as well as individual
promoters. The MMS is the facilitator of the Consultation
process. The C&A Unit does not make any decisions regarding
Consultation & Accommodation files. All decisions are made
by the communities via community sessions, meetings with the
Technical Advisory Table and direction from the Leadership.
The courts have recognized that the Crown, both federally
and provincially, has a duty to consult and accommodate First
Nations, based on the honor of the Crown. Governments must
provide affected First Nations with adequate notice and full
information concerning the propose action and it’s potential
impact on their rights.
Accommodation does not necessarily follow consultation.
Where accommodation is necessary, the Crown must balance
Aboriginal concerns reasonably with the potential impacts of
the decision on the asserted right or title and with other societal
interests. Accommodation will most clearly be required when a
strong case exists for the First Nation claim,
the consequences of the government’s decision will adversely
affect that claim in a significant manner and steps are required
to prevent irreparable harm or minimize the effects of
infringement.
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C&A Administrative
Assistant

Technical Liaison
Officer

Yvan Gagnon

The 2012-2013 year was very productive
for the Consultation & Accommodation
Unit (C&A). This was the first year in which
the C&A was responsible for facilitating
the consultation requests from the federal
government. In years passed, the Unit was
primarily the conduit for consultations
generated from the Provincial government
and industry.
With the MMS signing the Tripartite
Consultation agreement with Canada and
Quebec last July, this began the facilitation
of the consultations from the Federal
agencies to the MMS.
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Forest Resource
Analyst

This past year, consultations came from
various departments in both the Federal
and
Provincial
governments.
Some
noteworthy files included the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the
Canada Newfoundland Labrador Offshore
Petroleum
Board
(CNLOPB),
mining
exploration claims, protected areas (both
marine and terrestrial) and files related to
Wind.

Consultation and Accommodation Unit

"

Another major initiative that kick-started this fiscal
year was the Land and Marine Use Plan (LUP). The
LUP is a road map for how and where development
should proceed in our region. It is a tool to help
us minimize impacts from development. It’s also a
document to ensure that Mi’gmaq values influence
what happens on our land and waters.

Environmental Assessment (EA) process
of the MU project

With the development of our own wind farm,
Mesgi’g Ugju’s’n, the C&A unit was able to follow
the Environmental Assessment (EA) process of the
MU project from the very beginning, consulting with
community members very early in the process to
ensure their opinions, concerns and preoccupations
were included in the actual study. This set
precedence for all companies conducting EA’s in
our territory. Involving the Mi’gmaq in the decisionmaking process is necessary when anticipating any
development in our territory.

The LUP has started to play a critical role in the
facilitation of the Consultation files. It has allowed
us to provide our leadership and communities with
a much clearer and detailed analysis of each of the
files and how they would impact any rights and/or
title.
The first component completed for the LUP was
to collect all base data available to add to the GIS
(Geographic Information System). All available
data was added to the system, including important
shape files and data acquired from government and
industry.
Also this year, we put together a communication
strategy outlining the steps necessary to get the
maximum community input in the LUP as well as
making sure that the communities support the
project and make it part of their vocabulary. The rest
of this plan will play out in the next year.
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Involving the Mi'gmaq
in the decision
making process is
necessary when
anticipating any
development in our
territory.

"

Land and Marine Use Plan

Community Involvement
One of the most important aspects of the duty
to consult by the government and the role of the
Consultation & Accommodation Unit is the inclusion
and involvement of the Mi’gmaq citizens.
To this end, it is critical that the communities guide
the work of the Consultation & Accommodation Unit.
Attendance at these community sessions continues
to be a challenge for the C&A unit and we continue
to work to find more effective ways to communicate
with the citizens of Gespe’gewa’gi.
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Operations Unit
Some of the main functions of the
Operations Unit are:
• Fiscal Management of MMS, including annual budgeting,

forecasting, income and expenditures, payroll, and
financial analysis for reporting to senior management and
MM leadership

Chastity Mitchell-Vicaire

Juliette Barnaby

Director

Operations Support

Lisa Saumur

Jennifer Jerome

• Human Resource Planning, including capacity building
among our community members and training of our staff ,
strategic planning, and training and development

• Implementing and Revising Management and Operating
Policies under the guidance of MM leadership and
administration

Finance/Payroll Clerk

Receptionist

• Annual Performance Reviews of MMS staff under the
standard of PREA (Performance Review of Employee
Assesment

• Administering the annual Mi’gmaq Writers Award
• Working in collaboration with Other MMS Units as
required for assembly coordination, editorial duties, and
community outreach

Philippe Leblanc

IT Administrator/Technician

Lucie Mercier

Interim Accounts
Payable Clerk

• Daily Oversight of MMS Facilities including building
management, reception and equipment

• Onsite IT Support

Christina Burnsed

Our Unit’s Vision:

On-Site Comptroller

To continue striving for Operation excellence in optimizing people, processes and
services maximized through improved efficiency and effectiveness. Supported by the
Mi'gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat to the members of Gespe'gewa'gi
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Operations Unit

O

ver the past year, we had the opportunity to
collectively review the organizational vision,
mission, and strategic objectives. There was
a real need to revisit the vision as the mandates
continue to grow so does the work of the Secretariat,
supportive of creating an independent Mi’gmaq
Government based on a constitution that promotes
and protects the freedoms, rights and well being of
the L’nu.
We continue to strive in building accountable
reporting structures through the Results Based
Accountability Framework (RBAF). What is RBAF?
It’s a structure that measures the work and
improvements of the decision-making process. It
focuses on outcomes, implementing performance
measurement and reporting performance.
We’ve also re-assessed our policies in the areas
of Human Resources Management to ensure
they continue to be kept up to date, culturally
relevant and in compliance with the on-going
change of legislation. From our observations and

results, we are working to continue improving the
Quality Management Systems through reviewing
and implementing policies, procedures, training
and development, human resource planning and
building capacity.

The Executive Finance Committee met throughout
the year to ensure that we are financially sound
with the financial operations of the MMS. Also they
continue to be responsible in overseeing, mandating
and accountability.

A highly desirable goal of the Secretariat is to be
recognized for its quality management through the
ISO (International Organizational Standardization)
certification by making excellence a habit. This
acknowledgement measures an organizations
quality management, principles and effectiveness
that effectively shape the organization to become
more efficient.

As a Nation, we are at the core of a critical turning
point; we must continue to work together to
improve our communications and establish
good relationships. Participation brings better
understanding and provides a strong foundation.

Overall, we’ve achieved a very successful year in
many aspects of our work and importantly in the
financial areas. The Secretariat’s funding revenue
has increased quite significantly in the last 3-4 years
due to the number of on-going programs and grants,
climbing from a $ 700,000 to $2,776,390. You will
find attached the audited financial statement for
your information.

Last, but certainly not least, we must also congratulate
Duane Isaac of Listuguj & Krystal Bernard from
Gesgapegiag, both winners in the Mi’gmaq Writers
Award initiative. Duane’s entry “Two Spirits” placed
1st in the 18 & Older category, and Krystal took top
honors in the 17 & Younger category with “Muin and
Friends”. Both stories are available to read online
at www.migmawei.ca - Thank you to all those who
submitted entries, as you are all great Storytellers
who continue the Mi’gmaq tradition of sharing our
story!

Our Unit’s Responsibilities:

Fiscal
Management

Human Resource
Planning

Policy
Management

Performance
Reviews

Working with MMS
Units and Managers
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Onsite IT Support

Daily oversight
og MMS Facilities
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Financials

